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Cape Atlantic Intergroup Bi-Annual Inventory 
May 4th, 2024  

8:45AM: “Doors” open 
 

Inventory begins @ 9:15  am: 
● Serenity Prayer 
● Opening Remarks-Joe E. Area 45 Alternate Delegate  
● Spiritual Reading-Michelle CAIG Co-Chair 
● History of Cape Atlantic Intergroup-Doug G. CAIG Policy/Charter Chair 
● Group Inventory Discussion 
● 5 Minute Energy Break 
● Inventory Debrief 
● Closing Remarks-Dawn I. CAIG Chair 

 

 
 
Table 1 

 
1. Cape Atlantic Intergroup’s panel and Committee Chairs are trusted servants, whose aim is to carry out 

the collective conscience of our area’s groups. How well do you believe the groups are being served by 
CAIG? Is the collective conscience being carried out? Do you have suggestions on how we might better 
serve your groups or comments on how these goals are being achieved? 
 

2. Do you recognize that CAIG is using the steps, traditions and concepts in guiding our decisions and 
actions when we conduct business at meetings and events? In what ways, and if not, do you have 
suggestions on how we can improve? 
 

3. Do you enjoy Intergroup Business Meetings? What do you enjoy most? Least?  How might we improve 
meetings to encourage and retain Intergroup Reps and general attendance?   

 
4. How well is CAIG using contributions to provide services to the groups in our Intergroup? The 

Fellowship? Do our members understand where their contributions are being used and why?  How can 
we better educate them? 
 

5. If you could change one thing in the CAIG, what would it be? What do you most enjoy or support 
regarding the service work of CAIG? 
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Table 2 
 

1. Cape Atlantic Intergroup’s panel and Committee Chairs are trusted servants, whose aim is to carry out 
the collective conscience of our area’s groups. How well do you believe the groups are being served by 
CAIG? Is the collective conscience being carried out? Do you have suggestions on how we might better 
serve your groups or comments on how these goals are being achieved? 
 

2. Do you recognize that CAIG is using the steps, traditions and concepts in guiding our decisions and 
actions when we conduct business at meetings and events? In what ways, and if not, do you have 
suggestions on how we can improve? 

 
3. Do you enjoy Intergroup Business Meetings? What do you enjoy most? Least?  How might we improve 

meetings to encourage and retain Intergroup Reps and general attendance?  
 

4. How well is CAIG using contributions to provide services to the groups in our Intergroup? The 
Fellowship? Do our members understand where their contributions are being used and why?  How can 
we better educate them? 
 

5. Start, Stop, Continue-What would you like to see Cape Atlantic start to do?  What would you like them 
to stop doing?  What would you like to see them continue? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 3 
 

1. Cape Atlantic Intergroup’s panel and Committee Chairs are trusted servants, whose aim is to carry out 
the collective conscience of our area’s groups. How well do you believe the groups are being served by 
CAIG? Is the collective conscience being carried out? Do you have suggestions on how we might better 
serve your groups or comments on how these goals are being achieved? 
 

2. Do you recognize that CAIG is using the steps, traditions and concepts in guiding our decisions and 
actions when we conduct business at meetings and events? In what ways, and if not, do you have 
suggestions on how we can improve? 
 

3. Do you enjoy Intergroup Business Meetings? What do you enjoy most? Least?  How might we improve 
meetings to encourage and retain Intergroup Reps and general attendance?  

 
4. How well is CAIG using contributions to provide services to the groups in our Intergroup? The 

Fellowship? Do our members understand where their contributions are being used and why?  How can 
we better educate them? 
 

5. Cape Atlantic Intergroup business meetings are hybrid. Is this important to your groups? In what ways? 
Is it helpful in encouraging attendance? Is the information regarding joining online communicated by 
CAIG effectively? 
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Table 4 
1. Cape Atlantic Intergroup’s panel and Committee Chairs are trusted servants, whose aim is to carry out 

the collective conscience of our area’s groups. How well do you believe the groups are being served by 
CAIG? Is the collective conscience being carried out? Do you have suggestions on how we might better 
serve your groups or comments on how these goals are being achieved? 
 

2. Do you recognize that CAIG is using the steps, traditions and concepts in guiding our decisions and 
actions when we conduct business at meetings and events? In what ways, and if not, do you have 
suggestions on how we can improve? 

 
3. Do you enjoy Intergroup Business Meetings? What do you enjoy most? Least?  How might we improve 

meetings to encourage and retain Intergroup Reps and general attendance?  
 

4. How well is CAIG using contributions to provide services to the groups in our Intergroup? The 
Fellowship? Do our members understand where their contributions are being used and why?  How can 
we better educate them? 
 

5. Does the current agenda, format and scheduling of the CAIG meetings and events effectively address 
communication and the business to be conducted? If not, how can CAIG more effectively conduct its 
business? 


